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Abstract:  
We investigate the efficiency of piece-rate contracts using data from a field 
experiment, conducted within a tree-planting firm. During the experiment, the piece 
rate paid to planters was exogenously increased. Regression methods yield an 
estimate of the elasticity of output with respect to changes in the piece rate of 0.39. 
Regression methods are limited in their ability to predict the performance of 
alternative contracts. Therefore, we apply structural methods to interpret the 
experimental data. Our structural estimate of the elasticity is 0.37, very close to the 
regression estimate. Importantly, our structural model is identified without imposing 
profit maximization. This allows us to evaluate the optimality of the observed contract. 
We simply measure the profit distance between the observed contract and the profit-
maximizing contract, evaluated at the structural parameter estimates. We estimate 
this distance to be negligible, suggesting that the observed contract closely 
approximates the expected-profit maximizing contract under asymmetric information. 
Under complete information, expected profits would increase by approximately 
fourteen percent, holding expected utility constant. 
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1. Introdution and MotivationWorker performane under di�erent ontrats plays a entral role in the moderntheory of the �rm. Eonomi theorists have modelled the ability of ontrats to alignthe interests of workers and �rms; see, for example, Hart and Holmstr�om (1987),Holmstr�om and Milgrom (1990), Milgrom and Roberts (1992), and Baker (1992). Inthe related and reently-developed �eld of personnel eonomis | see, for example,Lazear (1998) | ompensation systems are onsidered poliy instruments of the �rmwhih an be used to improve the performane of workers and the pro�ts of �rms.Reently, researhers have used data from payroll reords to estimate the e�ets ofontrats on worker and �rm performane. The observed variation in ontrats isrelated to observed measures of performane in order to estimate inentive e�etsand to measure the importane of asymmetri information; examples inlude Ferralland Shearer (1999), Paarsh and Shearer (1999, 2000), Lazear (2000), Haley (2003),Copeland and Monnet (2003), Shearer (2004), as well as Bandiera, Barankay, andRasul (2004).1Despite the growing number of data sets available for analyzing inentive models,little is known of the eÆieny of observed ontrats within �rms. Do observed on-trats maximize pro�ts? At one level, the answer is obviously no. Optimal ontratstake into aount all relevant information and are typially ompliated, nonlinearfuntions; see Holmstr�om (1979). Observed ontrats, on the other hand, are oftensimple, linear funtions of output; see Stiglitz (1991). Explanations of these di�er-enes typially involve the added osts of implementing ompliated ontrats; see, forexample, Holmstr�om and Milgrom (1990) as well as Ferrall and Shearer (1999). Therelevant empirial question is perhaps: Do observed ontrats maximize pro�ts withina subset of easily-implemented | loal | alternatives? However, even this questionan be diÆult to answer. Redued-form eonometri methods annot reover thestrutural parameters that would permit one to ompare the pro�t performane of1 For reviews of this literature, see Prendergast (1999) and Chiappori and Salani�e (2003).1



di�erent ontrats, while strutural eonometri methods typially impose pro�t max-imization to obtain identi�ation of tehnologial and preferene parameters. Whileimposing the hypothesis of pro�t maximization allows one to ompare pro�ts arossontrats, the optimality of the observed ontrat is maintained, so annot be tested.Evaluating the loal optimality of observed ontrats requires identifying stru-tural parameters without imposing pro�t maximization. One strategy is to obtaineonometri identi�ation using only a subset of the onstraints implied by a om-plete eonomi model. In eonomi models of ontrats, researhers typially imposemultiple onstraints on the �rm's hoie of a ontrat. For example, in the standardprinipal-agent model, the �rm hooses a ontrat to maximize expeted pro�ts sub-jet to inentive ompatibility as well as a partiipation onstraint. Below, we showthat it is possible to identify the parameters of an empirial prinipal-agent modelusing a subset of these onstraints, exluding expeted-pro�t maximization on thepart of the �rm. This strategy allows us to alulate expeted pro�ts onditional onthe estimated parameters and to ompare the pro�ts of the observed ontrats withother, loal alternatives.Our data ome from a �eld experiment onduted within a tree-planting �rmoperating in British Columbia, Canada. Workers in this �rm are typially paid pieerates: A worker's daily earnings are stritly proportional to the number of trees he orshe planted during a given day. Planting is performed on large trats of land alledbloks. Under non-experimental onditions, the piee rate for a partiular blok ishosen by the �rm as a funtion of planting onditions | the slope of the terrain tobe planted, the softness of the soil, and so forth. When onditions render plantingdiÆult, reduing the number of trees that an be planted on a given day, the �rminreases the piee rate in order to satisfy a labour-supply onstraint. Sine plantingonditions are unobserved by the eonometriian, the orrelation between plantingonditions and piee rates indues endogeneity. In fat, a regression of observedprodutivity on piee rates using non-experimental data yields a negative relationship.Previous work by Paarsh and Shearer (1999 and 2000) has used strutural eono-2



metri methods to solve for endogeneity problems in non-experimental ontratualdata. Here, we exploit experiments. Experiments provide a simple, yet powerful wayto solve endogeneity problems (Burtless, 1995). As in Shearer (2004) we apply bothunrestrited and strutural eonometri methods to the experimental data. However,whereas Shearer (2004) was primarily onerned with omparing produtivity underpiee rates and �xed wages, exploiting his strutural model to generalize experimen-tal results to nonexperimental settings, here we seek to test the pro�t-maximizationhypothesis.Our experiment took plae on three di�erent bloks during the 2003 plantingseason. During the experiment, eah homogeneous blok was divided into two parts,one part to be planted at the regular piee rate (as determined by onditions), whilethe other to be planted at an experimental (treatment) piee rate. The treatmentpiee rate represented an inrease of up to twenty perent over the regular pieerate. Partiipants in the experiment were observed under both the regular andthe treatment piee rate for a given blok. In total, the experiment generated 197observations on daily produtivity, 109 at regular piee rates and 88 at treatmentpiee rates.We begin our analysis of these data using regression methods. These methodsprovide an unrestrited estimate of the treatment e�et of inreasing the piee rate.We estimate the elastiity of worker produtivity with respet to experimental hangesin the piee rate to be 0:39. We also investigated the importane of potentiallyonfounding fators, suh as weather, fatigue, and endogenous partiipation, butfound them to be unimportant, both eonomially and statistially.The regression estimates have no diret interpretation in terms of eonomi fun-damentals. What is more, they are limited in their ability to predit behaviour underalternative ontrats, not observed in the experiment; see Wolpin (1995). To un-dertake suh a omparison, we turned to strutural methods. We used informationgathered during extensive disussions with �rm managers to guide our modelling ofworker and �rm deision-rules over e�ort and the ontrat. We model the hoie of3



ontrat as satisfying a worker's partiipation onstraint, subjet to optimal e�orthoies on the part of workers. This allows us to apture the orrelation betweenplanting onditions and the piee rate, without imposing expeted-pro�t maximiza-tion. Inorporating these deision rules into the estimation strategy admits iden-ti�ation of the model's parameters and estimation via the methods of maximumlikelihood. The maximum-likelihood estimate of the elastiity of output with respetto the piee rate is 0:37, very lose to the unrestrited regression estimate.We evaluated ontratual performane at the maximum-likelihood estimatesof the strutural model, omparing expeted pro�ts realized under the observedontrat with those attainable under alternative ontrats. The observed ontratis a onstrained, linear ontrat; the base wage is set to zero. To test the hypothesisthat this ontrat maximizes expeted pro�ts, we derived the optimal, unonstrained,linear ontrat, onsisting of a piee rate and a base wage. We found that this ontratwould have a negligible e�et on �rm expeted pro�ts. This suggests that the observedontrat is a lose approximation to the expeted-pro�t maximizing ontrat, at leastamong a loal set of alternative ontrats.Our results also suggest that the �rm foregoes large gains by failing to tailor itsontrats to individual abilities, pointing to the likely importane of intertemporalommitment, one worker types are revealed. In partiular, introduing an individual-spei� base wage into the ontrat would inrease the �rm's expeted pro�ts byapproximately fourteen perent, leaving workers indi�erent between the base-wageontrat and the observed ontrat. Expeted pro�ts would inrease by approximatelyforty-�ve perent were the �rm to use the base-wage ontrat to apture rents fromthe workers.Our paper is organized as follows: In the next setion, we desribe the tree-planting industry in British Columbia as well as the ompensation system in the�rm. In setion 3, we desribe our experiment's design, while in setion 4 we desribethe sample data and present the ANOVA results. In setion 5, we onsider thepotential onfounding e�ets of fatigue and weather, while in setion 6 we onsider4



experimental and strutural identi�ation of e�ort-elastiity parameters. In setion7, we perform poliy analysis and, in setion 8, we onlude.
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2. Institutional Details2.1. Tree Planting in British ColumbiaWhile timber is a renewable resoure, ative reforestation an inrease the speedat whih forests regenerate and also allows one to ontrol for speies omposition,something that is diÆult to do in the ase of natural regeneration. Reforestationis entral to a steady supply of timber to the North Amerian market. In BritishColumbia, extensive reforestation is undertaken by both the Ministry of Forests andthe major timber-harvesting �rms.Prior to the harvest of any trat of oniferous timber, random samples of onesare taken from the trees on the trat, and seedlings are grown from the seeds ontainedin these ones. This ensures that the seedlings to be replanted are ompatible with theloal miro-limates and soil, and representative of the historial speies omposition.Tree planting is a simple, yet physially exhausting, task. It involves digging ahole with a speial shovel, plaing a seedling in this hole, and then overing its rootswith soil, ensuring that the tree is upright and that the roots are fully overed. Aworker's produtivity depends on his/her e�ort level as well as the terrain on whihhe/she is planting. In general, the terrain an vary a great deal from site to site.In some ases, after a trat has been harvested, the land is prepared for planting byremoving the natural build-up of organi matter on the forest oor so that the soil isexposed, also known as sree�ng. Beause seedlings must be planted diretly in thesoil, sree�ng simpli�es planting. Sites that are relatively at, that are free of roks,or that have been sreefed are muh easier to plant than sites that are very steep orhave not been sreefed. The typial density of seedlings is between 1200 and 1800stems per hetare, an inter-tree spaing of about 2:4 to 2:8 metres.2 Depending onthe onditions and e�ort, an average planter an plant between 700 and 1100 treesper day, about half an hetare.2 One hetare is an area 100 metres square, or 10,000 square metres. Thus, one hetare isapproximately 2.4711 ares. 6



Typially, tree-planting �rms are hosen to plant seedlings on harvested tratsthrough a proess of ompetitive bidding. Depending on the land-tenure arrangement,either a timber-harvesting �rm or the Ministry of Forests will all for sealed-bidtenders onerning the ost per tree planted, with the lowest bidder's being seletedto perform the work. The prie reeived by the �rm per tree planted is alled thebid prie. Bidding on ontrats takes plae in the late autumn of the year preedingthe planting season, whih runs from early spring through late summer. Before thebidding, the prinipals of the tree-planting �rms typially view the land to be plantedand estimate the ost at whih they an omplete the ontrat. This estimated ostdepends on the expeted number of trees that a worker will be able to plant in a daywhih, in turn, depends on the general onditions of the area to be planted.Planters are predominantly paid using piee-rate ontrats, although �xed-wageontrats are sometimes used instead. Under piee-rate ontrats, planters are paid inproportion to their output. Generally, no expliit base wage or prodution standardexists, although �rms are governed by minimum-wage laws. Output is typiallymeasured as the number of trees planted per day, although area-based shemes areused, albeit infrequently. An area-based sheme is one under whih workers are paidin proportion to the area of land they plant in a given day, assuming a partiularseedling density.2.2. Experimental FirmOur data were olleted at a medium-sized, tree-planting ompany. This ompanyis divided into four ontrating units, eah under the ontrol of a separate manager.Eah manager is responsible for bidding on ontrats, hiring workers, and settingpiee rates. Essentially, eah manager runs an independent �rm. Our data are fromone of these �rms.At any time, eah manager employs between ten and twenty planters. Theplanters work under the supervision of foremen, approximately one foreman per tenplanters. The foremen are responsible for supplying trees to the planters as well as7



monitoring the quality of planting. Trees that are poorly planted have a lower survivalrate than those that are planted well. Depending on the land tenure arrangement,the quality of planting is evaluated by either the government or a timber-harvesting�rm, one the ontrat is ompleted. Lower-than-aeptable quality subjets the �rmto �nes. Therefore, the �rm monitors its planters losely; poorly-planted trees mustbe replanted at the planter's expense.3Workers in this �rm are typially paid piee rates. Daily earnings are stritlyproportional to the number of trees planted on a partiular day; no base wage isinluded in the ontrat. Bloks to be planted are divided into plots, eah alloatedto an individual worker for planting. For eah blok, the �rm deides on a piee rate.This rate takes into aount the expeted number of trees that a worker an plant ina day and the expeted wage the �rm wants to pay. Steep, roky, unprepared terrainslows the planter down, rendering planting more diÆult. Consequently, for a givenpiee rate workers prefer to plant in easy terrain sine they an earn more money forless e�ort. To indue workers to plant trees in diÆult terrain the �rm inreases thepiee rate, satisfying a partiipation onstraint.It is important to note that under non-experimental onditions the piee rateis the same for all plots in an entire blok. No systemati mathing of workers toplanting onditions ours in this �rm so, even though planters may be heterogeneous,the piee rate reeived is independent of planter harateristis.3. Experimental DesignThe experiment took plae on three separate bloks, over a three-month period.During the experiment, eah homogeneous blok was divided into two parts. Oneof these parts was then randomly hosen to be planted under the regular piee rate,the other to be planted under the treatment piee rate. The treatment piee raterepresented an inrease of between eight and twenty perent above the regular pieerate.3 Problems onerning quality are relatively rare; none is present in our experimental data.8



Two limitations in the design of the experiment warrant disussion. First, inorder to avoid any possible Hawthorne e�ets, the experimental hange in the pieerate was presented to the workers within the ontext of the normal daily operationsof the �rm.4 To aomplish this, the �rm presented the treatment bloks as separatebloks on whih planting onditions had hanged sine the original bid.5 While thiswas onvining to the workers, it required spatial separation of the plots to be plantedunder eah piee rate. As suh, individual plots ould not be randomly assigned toregular and treatment piee rates, but rather half of the blok was randomly assignedto regular and half to treatment piee rates.The need to present the experiment within the natural workings of the �rmalso restrited the temporal design of the experiment. Bloks, large enough toaommodate all workers at one, are typially planted sequentially. This ensuresthat all workers are planting under similar onditions on the same day. Consequently,the planting under the regular piee rate was ompleted before the planting under thehigher treatment piee rate.4. Sample Data and Endogeneity ProblemsOur data set ontains information on the regular piee rate set for eah blok, whihwe shall denote by r, and the piee rate reeived by eah planter, whih we shalldenote by ~p = � p > r for treatment-group observationsr for ontrol group observations,as well as that planter's daily produtivity, whih we shall denote by Y .In Table 1, we present summary statistis onerning all 197 observations fromthe experiment. A total of 21 workers were observed during the experiment, planting4 Workers who know they are taking part in an experiment may alter their behaviour, inde-pendent of the experimental treatment. In a series of experiments designed to investigatethe e�ets of lighting on produtivity at the Hawthorne plant of General Eletri, researhersallegedly found suh results. It is noteworthy, however, that, in a re-examination of data fromthe Hawthorne plant, Jones (1992) found no evidene of suh e�ets.5 This sometimes happens when the blok has been unexpetedly prepared, sreefed.9



Table 1Summary Statistis: Full Sample, 197 ObservationsVariable Mean St.Dev. Minimum MaximumNumber of Trees 944.03 341.92 375 1965Regular Piee Rate 0.21 0.02 0.18 0.23Piee Rate Paid 0.23 0.03 0.18 0.28Daily Earnings ($CAD) 214.77 69.25 89.70 451.95on three di�erent bloks, over a three-month period in the spring and summer of 2003,109 on ontrol plots and 88 on treatment plots. The piee rates paid to planters duringthe experiment ranged from 18 to 28 ents per seedling, with an average of 23 ents.The regular (or ontrol) piee rates ranged from 18 to 23 ents per seedling, with anaverage of 21 ents. On average, workers planted 944 seedlings per day and earned$215 (Canadian) per day.To highlight the endogeneity problem in \non-experimental" data, we regressedthe logarithm of trees planted eah day on the logarithm of the regular piee ratepaid using the 109 ontrol-group observations. In Table 2, we present the resultsfrom estimating the following regression model:logYij = �0;i + �1 log rj + Uij (4.1)where Yij represents trees planted by individual i on blok j, rj represents the pieerate reeived per tree planted on blok j, and �0;i is a, possibly individual-spei�,interept. When individual-spei� heterogeneity is ignored, the estimates in olumn(a) of Table 2 suggest that inreasing the piee rate dereases average produtivity;the estimated elastiity of produtivity with respet to the piee rate is �2:46 andstatistially signi�ant. Admitting individual-spei� heterogeneity in the interept| olumn (b) of Table 2 | results in an inreased estimated elastiity, but it is stillnegative, �1:77, and statistially signi�ant.The negative oeÆient estimate on the logarithm of the piee rate paid to10



Table 2Simple Regression ResultsDependent Variable: Logarithm of Daily ProdutionSample Size = 109Independent Variable (a) (b)Constant 2:901 3:842(0.290) (0.394)Logarithm of Piee Rate Paid �2:461 �1:774(0.186) (0.265)Maximum Individual E�et 0:572(0.137)Minimum Individual E�et �0:281(0.081)R2 0:620 0:863planters is troubling from the perspetive of inentive theory. Taken literally, itsuggests that when the piee rate is high planters work less intensively than whenthe piee rate is low. An alternative explanation is that the piee rate is endogenousto the statistial model. In partiular, if piee rates are orrelated with unobservedfators that also a�et planter produtivity, then the observed piee rate will beorrelated with the error term Uij in equation (4.1).6 This orrelation will resultin biased and inonsistent estimates of the elastiity of produtivity with respet topiee rates beause one of the maintained assumptions of least-squares estimation hasbeen violated.Having experimental data avoids the endogeneity problem by providing exoge-nous variation in the piee rate for a given set of planting onditions. In Tables 3and 4, we present the summary statistis for the regular (or ontrol) and treatmentdata sets whih ontain 109 and 88 observations, respetively. The average piee ratereeived by planters in the ontrol group was about 21 ents per tree, while in the6 The way in whih the �rm hooses the piee rate as a funtion of planting onditions generatesthis orrelation; see Setion 2.2. 11



Table 3Summary Statistis: Control Sample, 109 ObservationsVariable Mean St.Dev. Minimum MaximumNumber of Trees 888.85 325.46 390 1765Piee Rate 0.21 0.03 0.18 0.23Daily Earnings 182.65 50.40 89.70 317.70Maximum Daily 13.76 4.40 8.00 21.10Temperature (Celsius)Daily Preipitation 5.23 7.54 0.00 26.40(Millimetres)Cumulative-Days-Worked 0.99 0.98 0 3Table 4Summary Statistis: Treatment Sample, 88 ObservationsVariable Mean St.Dev. Minimum MaximumNumber of Trees 1012.385 351.23 375 1965Piee Rate Paid 0.26 0.02 0.23 0.28Daily Earnings 254.56 68.98 105.00 451.95Maximum Daily 16.11 7.08 8.40 25.60Temperature (Celsius)Daily Preipitation 3.09 4.31 0.00 13.40(Millimetres)Cumulative-Days-Worked 1.52 1.03 0 3treatment group it was about 26 ents per tree. On average, the ontrol group planted888 seedlings per day, while the treatment group planted 1012 seedlings.To onsider the statistial signi�ane of our results further, we augmentedequation (4.1) to inorporate experimental variation in the data. In partiular, weonsidered the following regression:logYij = �0;ij + �1 log ~pj + Uij (4.2)12



Table 5Treatment/Control Regression ResultsDependent Variable: Logarithm of Daily ProdutionSample Size = 197Independent VariableConstant 7:577(0.153)Logarithm of ~p 0:393(0.089)Maximum Individual E�et 0:527(0.083)Minimum Individual E�et �0:314(0.056)Maximum Site E�et �0:413(0.046)Minimum Site E�et �0:545(0.048)R2 0:881where ~pj represents the piee rate paid on a partiular blok; i.e.,~pj = � pj for treatment group observationsrj for ontrol group observations,and �0;ij represents a onstant term that is individual and blok spei�. Notethat the exogenous variation in the piee rate diretly identi�es the elastiity ofprodutivity with respet to piee rates. The results from estimating equation (4.2)are presented in Table 5.The estimated elastiity is positive, 0:39, and statistially signi�ant, but smallerthan previous estimates. Paarsh and Shearer (1999) estimated a lower bound to theelastiity to be over 0:77, while Haley (2003) estimated it to be over 0:41.77 The point estimate of the elastiity alulated by Paarsh and Shearer was over 2, whileHaley's was 1:5. We disuss reasons for the di�erenes in estimates in setion 6. Note toothat, while the estimates of Paarsh and Shearer (1999) and Haley (2003) are estimates ofthe e�ort elastiity, the omparison is still valid beause their models imply equality betweene�ort and produtivity elastiities. 13



5. Controlling for Confounding E�etsGiven the before-after nature of the experiment, it is important to aount for thee�ets of other fators whih ould be hanging at the same time as the experimentaltreatment and whih ould possibly a�et produtivity. We onentrated on two,weather and fatigue.5.1. Role of WeatherTo ontrol for weather, we olleted data on daily rainfall as well as the maximumdaily-temperature for the days and the regions in whih the experiment took plae.We augmented the experimental regression to inlude these variables, onsidering thefollowing regression:logYij = �0;ij + �1 log ~pj + �2Tempij + �3Preipij + Uij (5.1)The results from (5.1) are presented in Table 6. We present three sets of results. In the�rst olumn, we give least-squares (OLS) oeÆient estimates. In the seond olumn,we present OLS standard errors and, in the third and fourth olumns, we present,respetively, heterosedasti-onsistent standard errors, and robust heterosedasti-onsistent standard errors that admit for non-independent observations due to om-mon, unobserved, daily shoks. The assoiated p-values are given in parentheses.The rainfall and temperature oeÆients are statistially insigni�ant and theirinlusion has little e�et on the prodution elastiity estimate.8 This suggests thatmaro-weather shoks are not playing a major role.5.2. The Role of FatigueAnother, potentially onfounding, element that ould inuene the ANOVA results isworker fatigue. Sine the piee rate was inreased only after planting was ompleted8 A joint test of the hypothesis that the oeÆients on rainfall and temperature are zero produesp-values of 0:56 (OLS standard errors), 0:54 (heterosedasti-robust standard errors), and 0:12(robust heterosedasti standard errors with non-independent observations).14



Table 6Treatment/Control Regression ResultsDependent Variable: Logarithm of Daily ProdutionSample Size = 197Independent Variable CoeÆient OLS Robust RobustEstimate Std Error Std Error Std Error(Independene) (Clustering)Constant 7:554 0.229 0.275 0.225(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Logarithm of ~p 0:398 0.100 0.113 0.117(0.000) (.001) (0.003)Maximum Individual 0:525 0.083 0.052 0.046E�et (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Minimum Individual �0:315 0.056 0.058 0.057E�et (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Maximum Site �0:402 0.073 0.079 0.050E�et (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Minimum Site �0:547 0.083 0.093 0.064E�et (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Maximum Daily 0:001 0.005 0.005 0.004Temperature (0.307) (0.778) (0.731)Total Daily 0:002 0.002 0.002 0.001Preipitation (0.760) (0.297) (0.068)R2 0:881at the regular rate, workers may, in general, be more tired on treatment-rate daysthan on ontrol-rate days. We hose to proxy fatigue by umulative days worked sinethe last day of rest. From Tables 3 and 4, average umulative-days-worked are higheron treatment-rate days (1:52) than on ontrol-rate days (0.99). A Poisson regressionof days worked on a dummy variable indiating treatment-rate days suggests that thedi�erene is statistially signi�ant; the p-value for the equality of means is 0:001.To ontrol for fatigue, we inluded umulative-days-worked diretly into theonditional mean funtion for produtivity and used regression analysis. These results15



Table 7Regression Results: FatigueDependent Variable: Logarithm of Daily ProdutionSample Size = 197Independent Variable CoeÆient OLS Robust RobustEstimate Std Error Std Error Std Error(Independene) (Clustering)Constant 7:541 0.160 0.157 0.177(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Logarithm of ~p 0:376 0.092 0.091 0.108(0.000) (.000) (0.003)Maximum Individual 0:530 0.083 0.052 0.047E�et (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Minimum Individual �0:312 0.056 0.058 0.054E�et (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Maximum Site �0:409 0.049 0.041 0.034E�et (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Minimum Site �0:543 0.048 0.042 0.041E�et (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)Cumulative-Days- 0:007 0.010 0.011 0.012Worked (0.453) (0.660) (0.602)R2 0:881are presented in Table 7.Cumulative-days-worked have no statistially signi�ant e�et on produtivity inthe sample. What is more, the estimate of the elastiity of produtivity with respetto the piee rate hanges very little with its inlusion.5.3. The Role of PartiipationIf unobservable fators also a�et fatigue levels, then optimal partiipation deisionsmay trunate the error term of observed produtivity. Partiipation deisions an leadto two, possibly opposing, e�ets. First, workers who partiipate on treatment-ratedays are likely to have lower-than-average levels of fatigue, giving rise to a standard16



Table 8Cumulative-Days-Worked and Partiipation PartiipationCumulative-Days-Worked 0 1 Total0 2 58 601 0 66 662 1 43 443 1 30 31Total 4 197 201sample-seletion problem. Counterating this, the experimental inrease in the pieerate an diretly a�et worker partiipation; the higher rents under the treatmentpiee rate ould indue workers to show up to work at fatigue levels that wouldnormally ause them to stay home.In this subsetion, we exploit the fat that absenes were reorded during theexperiment. Sine these absenes ourred on days for whih the experiment tookplae, they were voluntary absenes on the part of the planters. Furthermore, sineeveryone involved in the experiment reeived the same piee rate on a given day, weknow what piee rate a planter forwent by her or his absene.To investigate the importane of partiipation deisions in our sample, we do-ument, in Table 8, partiipation and umulative-days-worked during the experiment.The partiipation rate during the experiment was extremely high, around 98 per-ent; workers deided not to work on only 4 days during the experiment. What ismore, there is little to suggest that fatigue aused these deisions. Two of the non-partiipation days ourred at the beginning of the week, before any planting hadtaken plae. This suggests that seletion is of minor importane.In Table 9, we doument that partiipation deisions are almost idential betweentreatment and ontrol groups. The partiipation rates are 97:8 perent and 98:2perent, respetively, suggesting that the experimental variation in the piee rate had17



Table 9Partiipation in Treatment and Control GroupsPartiipation0 1 TotalTreatment 2 88 90Control 2 109 111Total 4 197 201a negligible e�et on partiipation.As a �nal indiation of the importane of partiipation in our results, we esti-mated a Probit model linking partiipation to umulative-days-worked and experi-mental rents. This allowed us to examine whether experimental variation in the pieerate a�eted partiipation, for a given number of days worked. In partiular, weonsidered the following model:P �it = Æ0 + Æ1Daysit + Æ2(log ep� log r) + Uit; (5.2)estimated using the experimental sample. Here, Æ1 aptures the e�et of umulative-days-worked Daysit on partiipation deisions, while Æ2 aptures the e�et of ex-perimental rents (log ~p � log r). Sine we observe the individual absenes in thissample and sine we know the piee rate that was paid on any given day, the term(log ~p� log r) is de�ned for every individual in the experimental sample, even on daysthey did not work.The estimation results are presented in Table 10. No evidene exists suggestingthat umulative-days-worked or variation in the piee rate had any a�et on partii-pation during the experiment.Given these high partiipation rates, and their similarities between the ontroland treatment groups, we ignored endogenous partiipation deisions as an importantfator a�eting our ANOVA results.99 We have also estimated a omplete strutural model inorporating partiipation deisions and18



Table 10Maximum-Likelihood Estimates: Probit ModelDependent Variable: PartiipationIndependent Variable CoeÆient Std. Error p-ValueConstant 2:102 0:354 0:000Cumulative-Days-Worked �0:001 0:191 0:995(log ~p� log r) �0:440 1:870 0:814Log. Likelihood Funtion �19:6006. A Strutural ModelAbove, we have provided estimates of the response of worker output to experimentalhanges in the piee rate. Yet it may be of interest to onsider the pro�t performaneof the observed ontrat vis-�a-vis alternative ontrats. This presents two potentialproblems. First, behaviour may hange when ontrats hange. E�ort levels are sensi-tive to ontrats and must be predited as ontrats hange. Seond, any omparisonmust onsider ontrats that are aeptable to both the �rm and the workers; i.e., aproposed ontrat must satisfy expeted-utility onstraints. Taking these fators intoaount requires estimating a strutural model in whih the parameters determiningworker utility and produtivity are identi�ed.In this setion, we develop and estimate a simple strutural model of worker and�rm behaviour under the observed piee-rate ontrat. We exploit the experimentalvariation in the piee rate to identify the parameters of the model. These parametersare then used, in setion 7, to onsider the relative performane of the observed on-trat, onentrating on the marginal bene�t of introduing a base wage. Importantly,we estimate the strutural model without imposing the assumption of expeted-pro�tmaximization: To wit, ontrats are only hosen to ensure the marginal worker's par-produtivity deisions based on observable and unobservable fators. The results were verysimilar to those presented. Given partiipation does not seem to be playing a signi�ant rolein the experiment, we have omitted these results from the paper.19



tiipation.10 We then \test" for the optimality of the observed ontrat by solvingfor the optimal base-wage ontrat (given the estimated strutural parameters) andomparing would-be expeted pro�ts to those earned under the observed ontrat.6.1. ProdutivityTo begin, we assume that daily produtivity Y is determined byY = ESwhere E represents the worker's e�ort level, S is a produtivity shok represent-ing planting onditions beyond the worker's ontrol, suh as the hardness of theground. We assume that S follows a lognormal distribution with parameters � and�2. Planters have a utility funtion U de�ned over earnings I and e�ort E. For agiven piee rate r, earnings I equal rY or rES. We assume that the ost of e�ortfuntion for planter i has the following form:C(E) = �i ( + 1)E (+1) �i > 0 ;  > 0where �i denotes the planter-spei� omponent of osts and  haraterizes theurvature of C(�). We assume further a utility funtion separable in I and E havingthe following form:U(I; E) = �I � C(E)� = �rES � �i ( + 1)E (+1) �: (6.1)
10 This is onsistent with the manner in whih the �rm hooses the piee rate; see setion 2.20



TimingFor eah blok of land, j; to be planted, the timing of events in the model is as follows:1. Nature hooses (�j ; �2j ) for blok j.2. The �rm observes (�j ; �2j ) and then selets a piee rate rj .3. The worker observes (�j ; �2j ) for blok j, and is o�ered the ontrat rj for plantingon that blok; the planter either aepts or rejets the ontrat.4. Conditional on aepting the ontrat the worker is randomly assigned to planton a partiular plot of blok j (i.e., the planter draws a partiular value of S).The planter then hooses an e�ort level E and produes Y .5. The �rm observes Y and pays earnings I.6.2. Control-Group ObservationsLetting ei denote the optimal level of e�ort hosen by worker i, then onditional ons; a partiular value of S, a worker's optimal e�ort is given byei = �rs�i�whih then yields the following observed-produtivity equation:yi = r�i s+1: (6.2)In order for a worker to aept the ontrat o�ered, it must satisfy his expeted-utility onstraint. Given the ontrat has only one instrument and workers areheterogeneous, some workers will earn rents. We assume that the piee rate is hosento satisfy the alternative utility onstraint of the lowest-ability (or marginal) workerin the �rm. The worker with the lowest ability level has the highest ost parameter�h; i.e., �h = max(�1; �2; : : : ; �n):21



As suh, r solves the marginal worker's expeted-utility onstraintr(+1) exp[( + 1)�+ 0:5( + 1)2�2℄( + 1)�h = �u: (6.3)Taking logarithms and substituting from equation (6.3) into equation (6.2) yields thefollowing empirial spei�ation in terms of random variables:logYij = log( + 1) + log �u� log rj +  log��h�i �� 0:5( + 1)2�2j + Vij (6.4)where Vij equals ( + 1)(logSij � �j) is distributed normally with mean zero andvariane ( + 1)2�2j .6.3. Treatment-Group ObservationsUnder our experiment, the piee rate on blok j is exogenously inreased from rjto pj for part of the blok, hosen at random and omprising the treatment plots.Worker produtivity on the treatment plots is then given by the following observed-produtivity equation: yij = pj�i s+1: (6.5)Given that onditions have not hanged, rj still satis�es equation (6.3), yielding thefollowing empirial spei�ation in terms of random variables:logYij = log( + 1)+ log �u� log rj +  log��h�i ��0:5( + 1)2�2j +  log�pjrj � + Vij : (6.6)6.4. Identi�ation ResultsTo identify the parameters of the model, we ombine equations (6.4) and (6.6) toyieldlogYij = log(+1)+log �u�log rj+ log��h�i ��0:5(+1)2�2j+ log� ~pjrj �+Vij (6.7)orlogYij = a0 + log( + 1)� log rj + a1i � 0:5( + 1)2�2j +  log� ~pjrj � + Vij : (6.8)22



Theorem 1: Identi�ationPart a)If the marginal individual h is in the experimental sample, then maximum-likelihood estimation of (6.8) on the experimental sample identi�es the parame-ters:i) ;ii) �j 8j;iii) [log(�h)� log(�i)℄;iv) log �u.Part b)If the marginal individual h is not in the experimental sample, then maximum-likelihood estimation of (6.8) on the experimental sample identi�es the parame-ters:i) ;ii) �j 8j;iii) [log(�1)� log(�i)℄;iv) log �u+ [log(�h)� log(�1)℄.Proof of Theorem 1Part a)The experimental di�erene between ~pj and rj diretly identi�es . Given , thevariane of log y on a given plot identi�es �2j . Given individual h is in the sample theindividual spei� term, a1i; identi�es [log(�h)� log(�i)℄ and the onstant term thenidenti�es log �u. 23



Part b)When individual h is not in the experimental sample, the onstant term identi�eslog �u + [log(�h) � log(�1)℄, where �1 is the e�ort ost of the normalized individual1. The individual-spei� parameter, a1i; identi�es [log(�1)� log(�i)℄.The marginal bene�t of experimental data vis-�a-vis non-experimental data forestimating the strutural model is now lear. Experimental variation in the piee ratediretly identi�es the elastiity of e�ort.11 In the absene of suh variation, when ~pjequals rj , identifying  requires a measure of alternative utility, �u and the estimatedvalue of  will be sensitive to any suh measure.126.5. Empirial ResultsWe estimated equation (6.7) using the experimental data. The results are presentedin Table 11, olumn (a). The estimate of the elastiity of e�ort with respet to thepiee rate  is 0:33 and its estimated standard error is 0:09. The value of the logarithmof the likelihood funtion is 29:25.The experimental estimate of  is statistially signi�ant, though substantiallysmaller than that of Paarsh and Shearer (1999) or Haley (2003). What is more, fromthe estimate of a0 and , we an reover an estimate of �u under the hypothesis thatthe marginal individual was in the experimental sample. This yields an estimate of�u of $85:31, onsiderably larger than that imposed by Paarsh and Shearer (1999) orHaley (2003). Given the identi�ation results, this suggests that the values of �u usedby Paarsh and Shearer as well as Haley to identify  were too low.6.6. Correlated Weather Shoks and Pereption ErrorsInreased exibility an be obtained in the strutural model by introduing daily11 Note that the restritions embodied in equation (6.7) permit the interpretation of  as theelastiity of e�ort with respet to the piee rate. In the absene of these restritions, theparameter on the experimental variation in the piee rate identi�es the output elastiity.12 This was the identi�ation strategy followed by Paarsh and Shearer (1999) as well as Haley(2003). 24



Table 11Maximum-Likelihood Estimates: Strutural ModelDependent Variable: Logarithm of Daily ProdutionSample Size = 197Standard Errors are in parentheses.Parameter (a) (b) () (d) 0:330 0:443 0:336 0:366(0:091) (0:167) (0:043) (0:108)a0 4:732 4:728 4:771 4:764(0:051) (0:054) (0:029) (0:072)�1 0:074 0:036 0:040 0:014(0:008) (0:110) (0:071) (0:131)�2 0:081 0:057 0:042 0:014(0:016) (0:112) (0:063) (0:131)�3 0:138 0:104 0:103 0:100(0:015) (0:109) (0:072) (0:164)�W 0:045 0:024(0:034) (0:036)�� 0:059 0:058(0:046)Logarithm of Likelihood Funtion 29:246 37:675 41:069 44:370weather-shoks W and pereption errors �. Pereption errors apture the possibilitythat the �rm may misjudge atual planting onditions on a given blok. Let dailyoutput be given by Y = ESWwhere S and W are independent random variables, with logS being distributednormally having mean �j and variane �2j and logW being distributed normallyhaving mean �Wj and variane �2W .13 Furthermore, we assume that the value of W13 We plae a subsript on average weather-shoksWj to denote the fat that the �rm's expeta-tions of weather shoks may di�er aross ontrats beause they take plae at di�erent timesof the year. We do not allow these expetations to hange daily sine expeted weather willa�et the setting of the piee rate and the piee rate is onstant for a given ontrat.25



is observed after partiipation deisions are made, but before e�ort is hosen. Toaount for pereption errors on a given blok, we assume that at the beginning ofthe ontrat both the �rm and the worker observe ~�j , an unbiased estimate of trueonditions �j ; i.e., �j = ~�j + �j �j � N(0; �2�); E(�j j~�j) = 0:Optimal e�ort is ei = �rsw�i � :Substituting into produtivity and taking logarithms yieldslogYi =  log r �  log�i + ( + 1) logS + ( + 1) logW: (6.9)The piee rate is hosen to satisfyr+1j exp[( + 1)~�j + 0:5( + 1)2(�2j + �2�)℄ exp[( + 1)�Wj + 0:5( + 1)2�2W ℄( + 1)�h = �u: (6.10)
Substituting equation (6.10) into equation (6.9) yieldslogYijt = log �u+ log( + 1)� log rj + (log �h � log �i)�0:5( + 1)2��2j + �2W + �2��+ (log ~pj � log rj) + "ijt (6.11)where "ijt = ( + 1)�logWt � �Wj�+ ( + 1)(logSij � �j) + ( + 1)�j :26



The error struture is given byE("ijt) = 0E("itj"itj) = ( + 1)2(�2j + �2W + �2�)E("ijt"i0j0t) = ( + 1)2�2WE("ijt"i0jt0) = ( + 1)2�2�E("ijt"ij0t0) = 0E("ijt"i0jt) = ( + 1)2(�2W + �2�)E("ijt"ijt0) = ( + 1)2�2�E("ijt"ij0t) = ( + 1)2�2W :
(6.12)

Estimates of di�erent versions of equation (6.11) are presented in Table 11 | olumns(b), (), and (d). In olumn (b), we admit weather shoks, but no pereption errors;i.e., �W is positive, while �� is zero. The estimate of  is 0:44 and the value of thelogarithm of the likelihood funtion inreases to 37:68. In olumn (), we presentestimates of the model without weather shoks, but admitting pereption errors; i.e.,�W is zero, while �� is positive. The estimate of  is 0:34 and the value of thelogarithm of the likelihood is 41:07. Finally, in olumn (d), we present estimates ofthe model admitting both pereption errors and weather shoks; i.e., �W and �� areboth positive. Here, the estimate of  is 0:37 and the value of the logarithm of thelikelihood funtion inreases to 44:37.14In general, the individual variane-parameters are not preisely estimated, al-though the value of the logarithm of the likelihood funtion inreases substantially14 Stritly speaking, we annot ompare models with varianes set to zero using the standardlikelihood-ratio test as the variane parameters, when set to zero, are on the boundary ofthe parameter spae, so standard, �rst-order asymptoti methods are invalid. Here, we doso simply to provide the reader with some feeling for how muh better the models �t whenpereption errors and daily weather-shoks are inluded.27



by their inlusion. At the same time, the estimated e�ort elastiity is reasonablystable, ranging from 0:33 to 0:44.6.7. Goodness-of-FitIn order to evaluate the performane of the strutural model, we alulated 95-perenton�dene intervals for the predited values of the logarithm of daily produtivity.We onentrated on the version of the model with pereption errors and random dailyshoks. In Figure 1, we present these on�dene intervals, along with the atual obser-vations, by individual employee. To avoid lutter, we plaed the observation numberon the horizontal axis. The on�dene interval orresponding to eah observationis marked by a \C" to denote ontrol observations and a \T" to denote treatmentobservations. The atual observation is symbolized by the regular piee rate for theplot on whih the observation ourred. The logarithm of daily produtivity is givenon the vertial axis.The model �ts the data quite well, although, in strit terms, the model is rejetedby the data. In all, ninety perent of the observations fall within the 95-perenton�dene intervals. What is more, sine the output and e�ort elastiities oinide inour model, we an ompare the estimated output elastiity from the strutural modelto that from the ANOVA model. We note that these parameters are very lose,0:37 for the strutural model and 0:39 for the ANOVA model; any mis-spei�ationdoes not a�et the estimate of worker reation to inentives. This is not surprisingsine identi�ation of this parameter omes mainly through the exogenous hange inthe piee rate. This highlights the bene�ts of small-sale experiments. As always,however, there is a trade-o� in the appliation of strutural models to data. Invariably,strutural models do not �t the data as well as their unrestrited ounterparts.However, strutural models allow one to make behavioural interpretations of theresults and to investigate alternative poliies unobserved during the experiment. Wedevelop this latter point in the next setion.28



7. Poliy Analysis: Alternative Contrats and Firm Pro�tsEstimating the strutural model allows us to predit the performane of alternativeontrats, not observed during the experiment. It is noteworthy that the observedontrat has only one instrument, the piee rate. Given hanging planting onditions,the piee rate must aomplish two tasks | provide inentives for e�ort and guaranteelabour supply. A ontrat that inludes a base wage allows the �rm to separatethe tasks of two instruments, the piee rate providing inentives and the base wagesatisfying labour supply. In this setion, we onsider how introduing a base wage intothe ontrat would a�et �rm pro�ts. Initially, we restrit the alternative ontrat tobe independent of worker type (as is the observed ontrat), extending this later toallow the �rm to ondition on worker ability.Information Assumption 1.The �rm an write ontrats on the set f�; �2; �h; fK(�i); g,where fK(�i) is the distribution of ability levels in the �rm. Throughout, we assumethat individual type is independent of produtivity and daily weather-shoks.The base-wage ontrat inludes a base wage B and a piee rate R and, for blokj, takes the following form: I = Bj +RjY:As with the observed piee-rate ontrat, the base-wage ontrat is independent ofworker type. This is onsistent with two senarios: First, the �rm annot observeworker type �i; seond, the �rm an observe worker type, but annot write (or refrainsfrom writing) a ontrat on it. To ompare ontrats, we denoteE(r) = �rsw�i �the e�ort level under the observed piee-rate ontrat, andE(B;R) = �Rsw�i �29



the e�ort level under the alternative base-wage ontrat.We solve for the base-wage ontrat that would ensure the marginal workerontinues to partiipate in this �rm. This ensures that the distribution of types willnot hange under the new ontrat. From equation (6.1), expeted utility is given byE(Urij) = r+1j exp[( + 1)~�j + 0:5( + 1)2(�2j + �2�)℄�i ( + 1) exp[�( + 1)�Wj � 0:5( + 1)2�2W ℄ :From equation (6.10),r+1j exp[(+1)~�j+0:5(+1)2(�2j+�2�)℄ exp[(+1)�Wj+0:5(+1)2�2W ℄ = �u(+1)�h:Substitution yields E(Urij) = ��h�i � �u:Under the base-wage ontrat, expeted utility is given byE [U (Bj ;Rj)ij ℄ = E�Bj +RjE(Bj ; Rj)WS � �i  + 1E(Bj ; Rj) (+1) �= Bj + R(+1)j exp[( + 1)~�j + 0:5( + 1)2(�2j + �2�)℄�i ( + 1) exp[�( + 1)�Wj � 0:5( + 1)2�2W ℄= Bj + R(+1)jr(+1)j ��h�i � �u:Solving for a B that guarantees partiipation of the marginal worker yieldsBj(Rj) = �u�1� R(+1)jr(+1)j �: (7.1)Given B(R) and R, we an write expeted pro�ts per worker under any base-wageontrat as (P �R)R �uE���h�i ��( + 1)r+1 � �u�1��Rr �+1�: (7.2)Maximizing equation (7.2) with respet to R yields the following solution:R̂ = ( + �)P (7.3)30



where � = E� 1�i �� � 1�h�E� 1�i � < 1 (7.4)given �h equals maxf�1; �2; : : : ; �ng.15Two speial ases of the optimal ontrat imply that inentives are independentof the distribution of worker type fK(�i). First, if workers are homogeneous (�i is thesame for all i), then � is zero and R̂ equals P . Under these irumstanes, the �rm'smarginal return to inreasing the piee rate is independent of worker type and the �rman use the base wage to reover the surplus generated by high-powered inentives.This is the standard solution with risk-neutral agents. Seond, if the partiipationonstraint does not bind (so �h !1), then � is one and the �rm maximizes pro�ts bysetting R̂ equal to [P � =(+1)℄, equating the �rm's marginal revenue of inreasingthe piee rate to its marginal ost.16 In the presene of heterogeneous workers, a15 If the �rm an observe individual ability, but annot write a ontrat on �i, then the �rm'sexpeted pro�ts are (P �R)R �u( + 1)r+1 nXi=1��h�i � � n�u�1��Rr �+1�:The optimal piee rate is then given byR̂ = ( + �)P;where � = Pni=1� 1�i �� n� 1�h�Pni=1� 1�i � :16 More generally, this solution satis�es the onditionP � R̂R̂ = 1 (7.5)whih is a variant of the monopolist's prie-markup equation. Here, the �rm ontrols the pieerate and sets the markup to be equal to the inverse elastiity of e�ort.31



ommon base wage and a binding partiipation onstraint, the �rm's marginal returnto inreasing the piee rate is type-dependent; the optimal ontrat must balaneinentives aross types.The optimal base-wage is given by substituting R̂ into equation (7.1), yieldingexpeted pro�ts per worker under the base-wage ontrat�(B;R) = (P � R̂) R̂r+1 �u( + 1)E���h�i ��� �u�1� � R̂r �+1�: (7.6)Under the piee-rate ontrat, expeted pro�ts per worker are given by�r = (P � r)r E���h�i ���u( + 1): (7.7)We alulated expeted pro�ts under the assumption that the marginal individualis in the experiment. This assumption is reasonable given the struture of the �rm.Reall that the piee rate on a given ontrat is hosen by the manager responsible forthat ontrat. In e�et, eah manager operates his own independent �rm within theompany, setting piee rates and hiring workers. Sine the experiment was ompletedon one suh \�rm," it is not unreasonable to assume that the marginal worker ispresent.17In Table 12 (a), we present a summary of ontratual performane on eahexperimental blok, evaluated at the estimates from Table 11 (d); i.e., admittingdaily weather-shoks and pereption errors. In the �rst olumn, we present the pieerate paid under the atual ontrat, while in the seond olumn we present the prieper tree planted reeived by the �rm. In the third olumn we present the optimalpiee rate under the base-wage ontrat. In the fourth olumn, we present the base-wage paid under the base-wage ontrat; in the �fth olumn, we present expetedpro�ts under the atual piee-rate ontrat; in the sixth olumn, we present expeted17 If the marginal individual were not in the data set, then the analysis would still go through,with a slight hange in interpretation; viz., by rede�ning the base wage to satisfy the expetedutility of the highest-ost individual in the sample, we an alulate the pro�ts aruing fromrendering that individual indi�erent between ontrats.32



pro�ts under the base-wage ontrat; and, in the seventh olumn, we present theperent inrease in expeted pro�t by swithing to the base-wage ontrat.We estimate the inrease in expeted pro�ts to be less than one perent inall three ases. This suggests that the atual ontrat, whih sets the base wageto zero on all bloks, is very lose to being the optimal linear ontrat; to a �rstapproximation, the �rm's hoie of ontrats is maximizing expeted pro�ts. We nowturn to evaluating the importane of information over worker type on ontrats andpro�ts.7.1. Information over Worker TypeTo onsider the importane of information to �rm pro�ts, we relax the restritionprohibiting the �rm to ondition the ontrat on worker type.Information Assumption 2.The �rm an write ontrats on the set f�; �2; �h; �i; g,If the �rm an ondition on worker type, then the optimal ontrat is to sell therights to plant trees on a partiular blok of land to eah worker. Sine workers earnrents under the urrent ontrat, a base-wage ontrat will have two e�ets: First, itwill allow the �rm to tailor the ontrat to eah individual; seond, it will allow the�rm to apture rents. To deompose the importane of eah element in the ontrat,we distinguish two ases: First, we impose that the base-wage ontrat ensures eahworker obtains her or his urrent level of utility, equal to��h�i � �u:We all these ontrats onstant-utility ontrats. Any inrease in expeted pro�tsfrom the base-wage ontrat under these onditions is attributed to onditioning onindividual type; seond, we allow the �rm to redue the base wage to apture all ofthe rent from eah worker, ensuring that eah worker earns the alternative utilitylevel, �u. We all these ontrats alternative-utility ontrats.33



Table 12 (a)Base-Wage Contrat Expeted Pro�tsBlok Rate Prie Optimal Base �r �(B;R) PerentPaid Rate Wage InreaseI 0.18 0.33 0.16 14.45 166.84 168.09 0.7%II 0.23 0.43 0.20 13.35 170.95 172.01 0.6%III 0.23 0.47 0.22 3.23 207.88 207.94 0.0%
Table 12 (b)Constant-Utility Base-Wage Contrat Expeted Pro�tsBlok Rate Optimal Base �r �(B;R) PerentPaid Rate Wage InreaseI 0.18 0.33 �189:15 166.84 189.15 13.4%II 0.23 0.43 �194:23 170.95 194.23 13.6%III 0.23 0.47 �241:54 207.88 241.54 16.2%
Table 12 ()Alternative-Utility Base-Wage Contrat Expeted Pro�tsBlok Rate Optimal Base �r �(B;R) PerentPaid Rate Wage InreaseI 0.18 0.33 �248:00 166.84 248.00 48.6%II 0.23 0.43 �253:15 170.95 253.15 48.1%III 0.23 0.47 �300:39 207.88 300.39 44.5%
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Case A: Constant-Utility ContratsThe base wage that keeps worker i indi�erent between the piee-rate ontrat andthe base-wage ontrat is given byBij(R) = �u��h�i ��1� R(+1)r(+1) �: (7.8)Therefore, expeted pro�ts per worker are given by(P � R)R �u��h�i � ( + 1)r+1 � �u��h�i ��1��Rr �+1�: (7.9)Maximizing expeted pro�ts over R yields the standard solutionR̂j = PjBij = �u��h�i ��1��Pjrj �+1�: (7.10)The �rm sells the rights to plant on blok j to the workers. Eah worker pays a feethat depends on her or his ost of e�ort. Sine the piee rate is equal to the prie the�rm reeives per tree planted, pro�ts per worker are equal to �Bij .The relative performane of the onstant-utility base-wage ontrat is presentedin Table 12 (b). By introduing a base wage, expeted pro�ts would inrease byapproximately fourteen perent.Case B: Alternative-Utility ContratsThe �rm an apture all of the rent that eah worker earns by setting the base wageequal to Bij(R) = �u�1� ��h�i �R(+1)r(+1) �: (7.11)The optimal ontrat is then given byR̂j = PjBij = �u�1� ��h�i ��Pr �+1�: (7.12)35



We alulated the expeted pro�ts assoiated with eah of these ontrats in Table12 (). If the �rm were to apture all of the rents workers earn, then expeted pro�tswould inrease by between forty-four and forty-nine perent.8. Disussion and ConlusionsEonomists are inreasingly turning to experiments to gather data onerning in-dividual behaviour. Experiments allow for the exogenous alloation of treatments,simplifying identi�ation and estimation. Field experiments extend the bene�ts of ex-ogenous variation in treatments to real-world data, failitating the generalization ofstatistial results; see, for example, Frenh (1953). Field experiments provide a sim-ple, yet powerful, tool for analyzing the e�ets of di�erent personnel poliies withinthe �rm.We have analyzed data from one suh �eld experiment whih was designed tomeasure the reation of workers to hanges in piee-rate inentives. Experimentalvariation in the piee rate allows for the diret measurement of reations within anunrestrited framework. Our results suggest that workers do reat to inentives. Weestimate an output elastiity with respet to hanges in the piee rate of 0:39. Thisaords with previous results obtained by Paarsh and Shearer (1999) as well asHaley (2003): Piee-rate payment systems do a�et worker behaviour. On a broadersale, our results are also onsistent with the literature investigating inentive e�ets.Spei�ally, as Paarsh and Shearer (2000), Lazear (2000), and Shearer (2004) havealso found, inentives do matter.We have also onsidered the relative bene�ts of estimating strutural and eono-metri models using experimental data. In general, the ability to generalize exper-imental results to evaluate poliies unobserved within the experimental setting rep-resents the major advantage of strutural estimation. In fat, experiments are alsobene�ial to strutural estimation methods, providing exogenous variation whih re-dues the sensitivity of the results to funtional-form assumptions.Our results point to the importane of worker heterogeneity within the �rm as a36



determinant of ontratual performane. Indeed, if heterogeneity is ignored, then theobserved ontrat is loally optimal { adding a base wage would have a negligible e�eton expeted pro�ts. In ontrast, onditioning the base wage on worker type wouldinrease expeted pro�ts substantially. This raises the question of why ontrats areindependent of worker type. One possible explanation is that the �rm does not knowworker type. However, given the nature of the work and the fat that the �rm gathersworker produtivity reords for payroll purposes, this does not seem to be plausible.An alternative explanation deals with ontrating osts. In partiular, whereas thepiee-rate ontrat is only plot spei�, the base-wage ontrat is individual andplot spei�. The osts of negotiating suh a ontrat may outweigh the bene�tsof its implementation. We �nd that the �rm forgoes a fourteen perent inrease inexpeted pro�ts by ignoring heterogeneity. One interpretation is that these resultsprovide a lower bound to the ost of implementing suh a ontrat. Further bene�tsare predited were the �rm to use the base wage to extrat rents from eah worker.However, under suh irumstanes, workers would have an inentive to mis-representtheir abilities. This points to intertemporal ommitment as an important determinantof observed ontrats: The �rm ommits to refrain from using information over workertype in order to indue high-ability workers to reveal their type.Our results also suggest a number of diretions for future researh. Inomee�ets may a�et e�ort elastiities as they do other labour-supply deisions. Indeed,to the extent that inome e�ets are important, our results on the introdution ofa base wage may be overstated. In general, it is diÆult to identify an inome anda substitution e�et from hanges in the piee rate alone. Experimental methodsare an obvious remedy, allowing researhers to vary both the piee rate and a basewage independently. Dikens (1999) has provided an example within a laboratorysetting; �eld experiments would provide the opportunity to on�rm his results withinthe labour market. Dynami elements are also highlighted within the ontratingenvironment. We have identi�ed the �rm's ommitment to ignore worker type asimportant in implementing the observed ontrat. The �rm may also have inentive37



to hange the ontrat as information onerning planting onditions are revealed.Extending empirial models to expliitly inorporate learning over onditions andommitment will provide insight into the empirial importane of these issues.
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